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RESOURCE CONTROL AlfD ACCOUNTING ON CALI TSS 

Resources 

Accounting considerations 

Underlying mechanislJlll 

System control of resources 

User control of resources 



I 

I Resources. '!his section details the ~arious physical and logical diT.i.siona 

of the 11Brdvare resources. An attempt is made to explain the rationale ot 

control and the units of control for each category-. Broadly speaking, control 

ot various resources is necessary for the smooth operation of the system, inde

pendent ot considerations of revenne,,while access to other resources is limited 

only by" the user's ability to pay for them. 

A) CPI time. D The OP is apportioned among active users according to their 

individual weights. (The scheduling algoritha is not discussed here.) 

OP time is potentially the system's most precious resource and is accounted 

in uni ts of micro-seconds consumed. 

B) Central memo!'Z• Because the system architecture keeps only one process a in 
theonly liimit is the number of physical cells available. 

CM at any given time., flha.rges for CM arise only indirectly in the form ot 

CP time consumed in swapping. 

C) PP time. The system has no mechanism of charging specific PP tasks to a 

given user, so PP utilization is on the house. 

D) ~• Extneded core storage is really the system1s "working memory-11 • It is 

a precious resource and :.l::ti:ta its orderly utilization is crucial to smooth 

operation of the system. When a user is active, the objects he is referencing 

must reside in ECS. These active objects are divided into two categories 

for control purposes, those w hi.ch can be moved out on to the disk to free 

space in a pinch., and those which cannot. These are refferred to, respectiveJ.7, 

as 

1) Swapped ECS 

2) Fixed ECS 
M4T SPACE-

~ and are controlled separatel.70 ECS is controlled in units of' words and is 

accounted for in units of wordsitmicro-seconds/1024. 

E) Disk storage. 'l'he disk serves as storage for files and is divided inte 

1) Per,anent disk space 

2) Temporary disk space. 



I E) Disk storage (cont}. Into permanent disk space are stored those files 

lilich are supposed to persist in the system from one user run to another. 

Temporary space is allocated. to the user when he logs on and is destroyed 

when he logs off. The 8.,000.,000 words of disk are (statically?) divided 

about 50-50 between the two uses. Tlms., if the system had 1000 subscribers, 

there would be 4000 words of permenent storage apiece. 

Units -

F) Peripheral equipment. 
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Sticky Note
This page was written by Jim (James N.) Gray.
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